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ABSTRACT  

Objectives: To develop definitions for imaging features being considered as potential 

classification criteria for calcium pyrophosphate deposition (CPPD) disease, additional to 

clinical and laboratory criteria, and to compile example images of CPPD on different imaging 

modalities. 

Methods: The ACR/EULAR CPPD classification criteria Imaging Advisory Group (IAG) and 

Steering Committee drafted definitions of imaging features that are characteristic of CPPD on 

conventional radiography (CR), conventional computed tomography (CT), dual-energy CT 

(DECT), and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). An anonymous expert survey was undertaken 

by a 35-member Combined Expert Committee including all IAG members. The IAG and five 

external musculoskeletal radiologists with expertise in CPPD convened virtually to further refine 

item definitions, and voted on example images illustrating CR, CT, and DECT item definitions 

with ≥90% agreement required to deem them acceptable. 

Results: The Combined Expert Committee survey indicated consensus on all CR definitions. 

The IAG and external radiologists reached consensus on CT and DECT item definitions, which 

specify that calcium pyrophosphate deposits appear less dense than cortical bone. The group 

developed an MRI definition and acknowledged limitations of this modality for CPPD. Ten 

example images for CPPD were voted acceptable (4 CR, 4 CT, 2 DECT), and three example 

images of basic calcium phosphate deposition were voted acceptable to serve as contrast against 

imaging features of CPPD. 

Conclusion: An international group of rheumatologists and musculoskeletal radiologists defined 

imaging features characteristic of CPPD on CR, CT, and DECT, and assembled a set of example 

images as a reference for future clinical research studies. 



  

Significance and Innovation 
 

• An international group of rheumatologists and musculoskeletal radiologists with 

expertise in CPPD developed consensus-based definitions of imaging features 

characteristic of CPPD on conventional radiography, conventional CT, and dual-energy 

CT. 

• These definitions signal key elements that are considered specific to CPPD on CR, CT, 

and DECT, and can be applied in research studies and clinical practice. 

• Example images of CPPD provide a useful reference for clinical practice and for future 

application of CPPD classification criteria once validated.  

  



  

INTRODUCTION 

 

Calcium pyrophosphate deposition (CPPD) disease affects tens of millions of adults worldwide.1-

5 Patients with this common crystalline arthritis can experience one or more of its manifestations, 

namely acute calcium pyrophosphate (CPP) crystal arthritis, chronic CPP crystal inflammatory 

arthritis, and CPPD with osteoarthritis (OA) over time or simultaneously. Classification criteria 

for CPPD will allow investigators to identify patients with any of these manifestations for 

clinical research studies.6,7 The American College of Rheumatology (ACR) and European 

Alliance of Associations for Rheumatology (EULAR) are jointly sponsoring development of 

CPPD classification criteria using data- and expert-driven methods previously used for other 

rheumatic diseases.8-13 

 

The ACR/EULAR CPPD Classification Criteria working group recently reported the results of 

item generation and item reduction phases, the first two of a four-phase process.14 These 

processes resulted in a large number of imaging candidate items, spanning a variety of modalities 

including conventional radiography (CR), ultrasound (US), conventional computed tomography 

(CT), dual-energy CT (DECT), and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). The imaging items sort 

into two main groups: (1) osteoarthritis of specific joints and (2) calcification characteristic of 

CPPD in target structures including fibrocartilage or hyaline cartilage, synovial membrane or 

joint capsule, and tendon.  

 

CR is the first-line imaging modality and a widely-used technique for identifying calcification, 

though a standard CR definition of CPPD has yet to be developed. EULAR developed 



  

recommendations for CPPD terminology and diagnosis in 2011, and recognized radiographic 

cartilage calcification as an important feature but did not provide a formal definition or 

description of this finding on CR.2 US definitions for CPPD have been developed and validated 

by the OMERACT CPPD US Subtask Force.15-17 Descriptions of findings characteristic of CPPD 

on emerging imaging modalities such as DECT and MRI are needed. Additionally, specifying 

features that differentiate CPP crystal deposits from other calcium-containing deposits, primarily 

basic calcium phosphate (BCP) crystal deposits, is also of paramount importance.  

 

This manuscript reports on the development of CPPD imaging item definitions by an 

international group of rheumatologists and musculoskeletal radiologists. A set of example 

images of CPPD was curated to serve as a reference for future use. 

 

METHODS 

 

Development of imaging definitions  

The CPPD classification criteria working group includes a 35-member Combined Expert 

Committee subdivided into Clinical, Imaging, and Laboratory Advisory Groups; a subset 

comprises the Steering Committee. Definitions of imaging findings characteristic of CPPD were 

developed to ensure consistency in future data collection across international medical centers; 

this process occurred in parallel with item generation and item reduction for CPPD classification 

criteria development.14 The Imaging Advisory Group and Steering Committee agreed to adopt 

previously published OMERACT US definitions for CPPD in cartilage and tendon, and 

additionally drafted US definitions for CPPD in synovial membrane and joint capsule as these 



  

were candidate items (see Supplementary Table 1).15 Imaging item definitions for CR, CT, 

DECT, and MRI were initially drafted by the Imaging Advisory Group content-area expert (FB, 

musculoskeletal radiologist), Steering Committee liaison (TP, rheumatologist), and one co-PI of 

the classification criteria working group (AA, rheumatologist). Imaging Advisory Group 

members (FB, TP, ND, GF, AI, MK, JY) reviewed draft definitions for face validity. Draft 

definitions were emailed to the Combined Expert Committee with an invitation to complete an 

online survey using Microsoft Office Forms regarding acceptability of each, with opportunity to 

provide comments. The Imaging Advisory Group and Steering Committee reviewed survey 

responses and collated free-text comments. 

 

Steering Committee members nominated five external musculoskeletal radiologists (AG, JFB, 

JDL, SS, JS) with expertise in CPPD imaging to provide input on definitions for which 

Combined Expert Committee members raised questions on the online survey, namely for CT, 

DECT, and MRI. Imaging Advisory Group members and external radiologists held a 

videoconference to discuss and refine item definitions. Meeting minutes were circulated by 

email, edited by participants, and re-circulated iteratively until there were no objections to the 

proposed definitions. Imaging features of crowned dens syndrome were drafted and iteratively 

discussed by email with clinical and imaging experts. Definitions were then considered to be 

final.  

 

Assembling example images of CPPD 

Imaging Advisory Group members and the external musculoskeletal radiologists curated a set of 

example images illustrating the features described in the item definitions for future reference. 



  

De-identified CR, CT, and DECT images were uploaded to Google Forms labeled with the 

definition that each image was intended to illustrate. Imaging Advisory Group members (n=7), 

the external musculoskeletal radiologists (n=5), and one co-PI of the classification criteria 

working group were invited to vote whether each image was acceptable and provide comments. 

At least 90% agreement on an image being acceptable was required for retention. Additional 

images were submitted by Steering Committee members and external radiologists for a second 

round of voting when zero or only one image for a modality or characteristic joint was 

acceptable in the first round of voting. US images were not solicited as OMERACT has 

published example images.15,17   

 

This work did not involve human subjects research and as such Institutional Review Board 

approval was not obtained. 

 

RESULTS 

Of the 53 items remaining after the item reduction phase, 23 (43%) were imaging items. These 

included imaging evidence of calcification consistent with CPPD in the knee, wrist, and one 

additional joint, and evidence of OA at particular joints in the hand and wrist. Supplementary 

Table 1 provides a complete list of candidate imaging items. 

 

Twenty members of the Combined Expert Committee (57%) participated in the item definition 

survey. Free text comments revealed questions about item definitions referring to BCP as a 

counterexample to CPPD and regarding technical parameters for DECT. 

 



  

Table 1 provides preliminary definitions discussed by Imaging Advisory Group members and 

external musculoskeletal radiologists during the videoconference, and final item definitions.  

 

Conventional radiography 

CR definitions of CPPD were all deemed acceptable by the Combined Expert Committee on the 

survey and are presented in Table 1.  

 

Ultrasound 

New US definitions of CPPD in synovial membrane and joint capsule were based upon 

previously validated definitions for US findings of CPPD in fibro- or hyaline cartilage developed 

by the OMERACT CPPD US Subtask Force. Key features include hyperechoic deposits of 

variable shape and size located within the structure of interest (synovial membrane or joint 

capsule) that do not create posterior shadowing. 

 

Conventional CT  

The first aspect discussed was the location and morphology of calcifications. While intra-

articular location of calcifications is more characteristic of CPP than BCP deposits, BCP can be 

present within the joint space (e.g. Milwaukee shoulder syndrome) and CPP can be found in 

peri-articular structures (e.g. cruciate ligament of the atlas), so location was not felt to be a 

definitive distinguishing feature.18 Morphology of calcifications from CPP versus BCP was 

discussed at length. CPP deposits are typically fine linear or punctate, but can be denser in long-

standing CPPD. By contrast, BCP deposits are generally larger, homogeneous and well-defined 

(“cloudlike”), and denser in the formative and resting phases, but become fluffy, ill-defined, and 



  

less dense during episodes of crystal resorption as previously described by Uhthoff.19 Concerns 

were raised about distinguishing between punctate CPP deposits and cloudlike BCP deposits. 

The group considered specifying a threshold size for CPP deposits in greatest dimension, but a 

threshold would require testing and validation outside the scope of the current work. Consensus 

was reached to simply state “linear or punctate” and present example images to illustrate this 

definition. 

 

The second aspect discussed was determining a density specific for CPPD. It was noted that 

because windowing can be adjusted to make an image appear more or less contrasted, a reference 

point for density was needed because CPP deposits should typically be less dense than the 

central portion of BCP and cortical bone.20 BCP was removed as the reference for density due to 

concerns about distinguishing CPP from BCP on CT based on density alone. Although indicative 

to some extent, absolute number of Hounsfield units (HU) was removed from the definition for 

several reasons, including the dependence of CT numbers of calcifications on the CT acquisition 

protocol, in particular the tube potential (in kV). The group reached consensus that the proposed 

threshold of <300 HU was uncertain, as both CPP and BCP can have HU between 300-450 

HU.20-22 A threshold of <200 HU was considered to differentiate between CPP and BCP, but 

would exclude the vast majority of CPP deposits with higher HU. The group reached consensus 

to use cortical bone as a reference, since CPP is less dense than cortical bone and cortical bone 

will be visible on images. As a separate point, it was noted that HU can be difficult to assess if 

CT images are viewed without using a PACS workstation. 

 

Dual-energy CT  



  

DECT scans should demonstrate dual-energy ratio (DER), dual-energy index (DEI) or effective 

atomic number (Zeff) values characteristic of CPP deposits to ensure specificity. Several concerns 

were raised about including Zeff in item definitions, especially because the Zeff varies with 

calcium crystal concentration. Limited data on Zeff for CPP deposits suggest a range of 

approximately 8.5-10, which overlaps with the lower range of the Zeff for BCP at crystal 

concentrations encountered in vivo.21,22 The peripheral, less concentrated/“dense” portion of 

BCP deposits can reach Zeff values as low as 9.3.20 Consensus was reached that this preliminary 

threshold, which has been determined for only a few DECT systems and acquisition protocols to 

date, needs to be refined with more data using a range of DECT systems and acquisition 

protocols, and would be omitted. Additionally, calculating Zeff may be time-intensive depending 

on the post-processing software used, raising concerns about feasibility.  

 

DER and DEI are two similar representations of the same measure, with the difference being that 

DER is simpler and refers only to the ratio of low kV x-ray attenuation divided by high kV 

attenuation. Consensus was reached to include DEI in the definition along with a formula for 

calculating DEI from high and low kV CT images on a PACS workstation (see Table 1). The 

reference range for DEI of CPP deposits was based upon prior studies showing that the DEI in 

meniscal chondrocalcinosis of people with CPPD ranged from 0.016-0.039 versus 0.041 ± 0.005 

for low-concentration BCP deposits in patients with calcific tendinitis of the shoulder.20,22 The 

optimal cut-off DEI of 0.036 for CPPD was determined to minimize the risk of overlapping with 

the DEI most suggestive of BCP.20 Switching from DEI to DER would provide similar results 

with similar caveats, except for adapted reference ranges. It is important to bear in mind that the 

reference ranges for DER and DEI must take into account both the DECT systems and 



  

acquisition protocols (i.e. x-ray beam spectral separation) used, in addition to relying on crystal 

calibration phantoms, as recently demonstrated in a phantom study.23 Absolute number of HU 

was removed and density of cortical bone was added as a reference point, as for conventional 

CT. 

 

MRI  

Evidence of CPPD on ultrashort echo time (UTE), susceptibility-weighted imaging (SWI), or 3-

dimensional (3D) dual-echo steady-state (DESS) MRI sequences was discussed.24-26 There was 

low enthusiasm overall for this modality due to lack of specificity data in CPPD compared to 

BCP deposits, as MRI is not intended to characterize the types of calcium crystal deposits but 

only to detect and quantify them. The general sentiment was that MRI is less specific for CPPD 

than CT or DECT. Long acquisition time and advanced data post-processing also make MRI a 

less feasible method for evaluating CPPD, particularly in patients with acute CPP crystal 

arthritis. The consensus definition for evidence of CPPD on MRI was “linear or punctate regions 

of low signal intensity located mainly in avascular white and red-white zones of menisci, and 

within hyaline cartilage surfaces, visible on dedicated specific (e.g. UTE or SWI) MR 

sequences.” While MRI can provide additional information about presence of radiologic hand 

OA, the group agreed that MRI was unlikely to contribute additional information specific to CPP 

deposits compared to BCP deposits above and beyond the other imaging modalities. 

 

Crowned dens syndrome imaging definition 

Imaging features of crowned dens syndrome include conventional CT with calcific deposits, 

typically linear and less dense than cortical bone, in the transverse retro-odontoid ligament 



  

(transverse ligament of the atlas), often with an appearance of two parallel lines in axial views. 

Calcifications at the atlanto-axial joint, alar ligament, and/or in pannus adjacent to the tip of the 

dens are also characteristic. If DECT is performed, the DEI of the calcification should be 

between 0.016-0.036. It should be noted that these imaging findings taken alone do not define 

crowned dens syndrome; characteristic clinical features must also be present. 

 

Radiographic OA at hand/wrist  

The group adopted definitions for presence of radiographic OA at certain hand joints that 

associate with CPPD27-29 and may potentially discriminate between cases with CPPD and 

mimickers.14 We utilized widely used and established atlases of hand OA, and defined 

radiographic OA at the radiocarpal joint or the 2nd or 3rd metacarpophalangeal joints as Kellgren-

Lawrence grade 2 or more; scapho-trapezium joint OA is defined by presence of either joint 

space narrowing and/or osteophytes as per the 2007 Osteoarthritis Research Society International 

(OARSI) atlas.30,31 We refer readers to representative images published in these atlases. 

 

Example images of CPPD 

Ten of 13 invited participants voted on five CR, five CT, and three DECT images in the first 

voting round. Eight of 13 images (62%) were deemed acceptable by ≥90% of participants. 

Reasons for voting images unacceptable included nummular appearance of calcifications 

rendering inability to discriminate between BCP and CPP (CR); tendon calcification small and 

difficult to see (CT); lesion not clearly marked (DECT); unusual multiplanar reconstruction 

planes (DECT); images blurred with insufficient spatial resolution. Participants suggested 



  

including images of crowned dens syndrome and reference images of BCP, as the contrast 

between location and appearance of CPP and BCP deposits is paramount. 

 

Twelve of 13 invited participants responded in a second round of voting. This included five 

images of CPPD (four CT, one DECT) and six images of BCP (five CR, one CT paired with 

DECT). Five of 11 images (45%) were deemed acceptable. Comments about unacceptable 

images included: diffuse hyperdense joint effusion on CT not typical of CPPD and could 

represent hemarthrosis; tendon calcification appears indistinguishable from BCP calcific 

tendinitis and could be post-traumatic. Comments on unacceptable images for BCP noted linear 

appearance that could be confused for CPPD or represent ligamentous ossification (Pellegrini-

Stieda lesion); location of calcification in synovium or bursa that could be either CPP or BCP 

deposition; too faint calcification in the shoulder that is not classic for BCP deposition; densities 

in the tibiofemoral compartment might represent osteochondromas from advanced OA or BCP 

deposition. 

 

The example images of CPPD on CR (Figures 1-2), CT (Figures 3-4 and Supplementary 

Figure 1), and DECT (Figure 5), and example images of BCP (Supplementary Figure 2) are 

presented herein. 

 

DISCUSSION 

Using a consensus-based process, an international group of rheumatologists and musculoskeletal 

radiologists with expertise in CPPD developed imaging definitions of CPPD for use in research 

studies and clinical practice. These definitions signal key findings that are considered specific to 



  

CPPD on CR, CT, and DECT. We compiled a set of example images vetted by experts in CPPD 

imaging for future reference. These definitions and images complement the OMERACT CPPD 

US definitions.15-17 

 

At the conclusion of the item reduction phase of CPPD classification criteria development, 

nearly half of the candidate items were imaging findings relevant to CPPD.14 Most pertain to 

characteristic calcifications, while others indicate OA at joints that are classically involved in 

CPPD. In the next phase of CPPD classification criteria development, related items will be 

clustered into domains, with hierarchical organization of items within domains. Items that are 

highly correlated may be further collapsed into one, and items may be eliminated if they do not 

discriminate between CPPD disease and mimicking conditions when tested in a development 

cohort based on de-identified patient cases. 

 

CR specificity for CPPD is generally high (pooled specificity 96%) but variable across studies, 

while sensitivity is only moderate (pooled sensitivity 60%) in part due to its two-dimensional 

properties.32,33 Standardized definitions for CPPD on CR have not previously been developed, 

and differences in definitions across studies might underlie some of the variability in the reported 

sensitivity and specificity.  

 

The OMERACT CPPD US Subtask Force previously defined US features at sites commonly 

involved in CPPD that can be evaluated by US: fibrocartilage, hyaline cartilage, tendon, and 

synovial fluid.15 A systematic literature review did not identify studies evaluating US 

performance for identifying CPPD in the synovial membrane or joint capsule, and OMERACT 



  

CPPD US Subtask Force did not develop definitions for these sites.34 We developed definitions 

of CPPD in synovial membrane and joint capsule (see Table 1) as experts involved in 

developing CPPD classification criteria considered them potential discriminators between CPPD 

and other forms of arthritis. By contrast, US visualization of CPP deposits in synovial fluid was 

considered unlikely to distinguish CPPD from other forms of arthritis and was eliminated. US 

demonstrates good sensitivity (pooled sensitivity 81 to 88%) at the sites most frequently 

involved in CPPD, though reports of specificity for CPPD range from 59% to 92%.16,33-36 While 

US offers high spatial resolution compared to other available imaging techniques, limitations in 

accuracy stem from its inability to definitively distinguish BCP from CPP deposits.37  

 

Data on DECT performance in CPPD are currently limited, with two initial reports in small 

patient populations indicating good sensitivity (78% to 100%) and high specificity (94%).38,39 

DECT item definitions were refined to include a reference range for the DEI characteristic of 

CPP deposits, while minimizing overlap with the DEI of BCP. Future work to define reference 

ranges for DEI and DER characteristic of CPP on different DECT scanners will maximize 

reproducibility of results across medical centers. Recent data suggest that DECT may not add 

value to conventional CT in terms of sensitivity for detecting CPP deposits, including in 

anatomic structures where chondrocalcinosis is not visible macroscopically.21 However, this 

technique has the potential to improve CT specificity by characterizing different types of 

calcifications. Among DECT attenuation parameters, Zeff and particularly DEI or DER can help 

discriminate between CPP deposits and carbonate apatites, including BCP deposits, owing to a 

combination of higher density (both mass and electron) and Zeff for BCP in vivo.20,22,40 While Zeff 

value is mainly related to photoelectric absorption, DEI or DER combines information from both 



  

photoelectric absorption and Compton scattering (which informs about mass and electron 

density).41 Given that DECT adds value due to its spatial resolution properties, a cut-off DEI 

value of 0.036—corresponding to the lower bound of the reference range for low-concentration 

BCP deposits—was selected to limit the misclassification of low-concentration BCP deposits as 

false-positive CPP deposits. 

 

Specific MRI sequences, such as UTE, SWI or DESS, were among the candidate items retained 

after item reduction, but in subsequent discussions were felt to be on the future research agenda 

for CPPD and not ready for routine clinical use nor for inclusion in CPPD classification 

criteria.24-26,42 Recently, UTE and SWI MRI have shown promise for the identification and 

quantification of calcium crystal deposition in and around joints as well as other anatomical 

sites.24,25,43,44  

 

Example images of CPPD presented herein will serve as a reference once the final classification 

criteria have been validated. These are not a comprehensive atlas of all possible imaging 

manifestations of CPPD, which was outside the scope of the current project. Rather, they provide 

visual examples illustrating the item definitions. Readers may find the BCP images useful as a 

counterpoint regarding the typical location, shape, size, and density of articular and peri-articular 

calcifications. 

 

The limitations of this work include relying on an expert-based rather than data-driven process to 

develop item definitions. However, the definitions have face validity as they were developed by 

rheumatologists and musculoskeletal radiologists with expertise in clinical care of people with 



  

CPPD disease and CPPD research. Definitions of CR, CT, and DECT findings characteristic of 

CPPD, and US definitions at the synovial membrane and joint capsule, will need to be validated 

in independent cohorts. 

 

CONCLUSION 

We developed CPPD imaging item definitions for CR, CT, and DECT that will be used in 

subsequent phases of CPPD classification criteria development. Example images provide a guide 

for clinical practice and future application of the final validated CPPD classification criteria. 
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FIGURE LEGENDS  

 

Figure 1. Conventional radiographs of the hand and wrist characteristic of CPPD. 

(a) Posteroanterior radiograph of the left hand shows linear and punctate calcifications of the 

triangular fibrocartilage complex (TFCC) (long arrow), radiocarpal joint (short arrow), 

and 2nd and 3rd MCP joint (arrowheads). 



  

(b) Posteroanterior radiograph of the left wrist from a different patient demonstrates linear 

and punctate calcifications of the TFCC (long arrow), radiocarpal joint (short arrow), and 

inter-carpal joint hyaline cartilage (arrowhead). 

 

Figure 2. Conventional radiographs of the knee and pelvis characteristic of CPPD. 

(a) Anteroposterior radiograph of the right knee shows linear and punctate calcifications of 

the medial and lateral menisci (arrows) and femoral hyaline cartilage (arrowhead). 

(b) Anteroposterior radiograph of the pelvis demonstrates linear calcifications of the 

fibrocartilage and hyaline cartilage of the pubic symphysis (white arrow), bilateral 

sacroiliac joints (yellow arrows), right and left hip hyaline cartilage (arrowheads), and 

left hip labral fibrocartilage (arrowheads). Large cloud-like calcification adjacent to the 

left ischial tuberosity may represent basic calcium phosphate deposition in the left ilio-

psoas bursa or tendon; further imaging was not obtained. 

 

Figure 3. Conventional unenhanced CT images of the knee and wrist characteristic of 

CPPD. 

(a) Coronal reformatted CT images of bilateral knees show linear calcifications in the right 

knee hyaline cartilage (long arrows) and punctate calcifications in the left knee menisci 

(arrowheads). 

(b) Coronal reformatted CT image of the right wrist from a different patient shows linear and 

punctate calcifications, less dense than cortical bone located within the TFCC (long 

arrow) and the scapholunate ligament (arrowhead). 

 



  

Figure 4. Conventional unenhanced CT images of the cervical spine in a patient with 

crowned dens syndrome. 

(a) Axial CT image at the level of the odontoid process shows linear calcifications involving 

the transverse and alar ligaments (arrows). 

(b) Coronal reformatted CT image of the cervical spine demonstrates punctate calcifications 

and pannus adjacent to the tip of the dens (arrows). 

 

Figure 5. Dual-energy CT images of the knee and wrist characteristic of CPPD. 

(a) Coronal reformatted DECT image of the right knee shows linear calcifications of the 

menisci and hyaline cartilage. Color-code represents Zeff values. The region of interest in 

the calcification (arrow) has a DEI of 0.028, within the expected range for CPP crystal 

deposition 22. DECT was performed using a single-source CT system (Somatom 

Definition Edge; Siemens Healthineers, Erlangen, Germany). DECT measurements are 

made with syngo.via VB10B software, “Rho/Z” mode. 

(b) DECT scan of the left wrist with axial, sagittal, and coronal reformats. Color-code 

represents Zeff values. Punctuate calcifications (arrows) are visible in the extrinsic 

ligaments, on the palmar aspect of the scaphoid and lunate bones. Calcifications have a 

DEI of 0.027, within the expected range of CPP crystal deposition 22. DECT was 

performed using a single-source CT system (Somatom Definition Edge; Siemens 

Healthineers, Erlangen, Germany). DECT measurements are made with syngo.via 

VB10B software, “Rho/Z” mode. 

 



  

Supplementary Figure 1. Conventional unenhanced CT images of the knee characteristic of 

CPPD. 

(a) Sagittal reformatted CT image of the right knee shows linear and punctate calcifications, 

less dense than cortical bone located within the superficial hyaline cartilage of the lateral 

femoral condyle (long arrows). 

(b) Sagittal reformatted CT image of the left knee from a different patient shows linear and 

punctate calcifications, less dense than cortical bone located within the deep hyaline 

cartilage of the lateral femoral condyle (long arrow) and the posterior cruciate ligament 

(arrowhead). 

(c) Sagittal reformatted CT image of the left knee of the same patient as in (b) shows linear 

and punctate calcifications, less dense than cortical bone located within the deep hyaline 

cartilage of the medial femoral condyle (long arrows) and the anterior and posterior horns 

of the medial meniscus (arrowheads). 

 

Supplementary Figure 2. Conventional radiographs with CT and DECT images 

characteristic of basic calcium phosphate (BCP) deposition. 

(a) Anteroposterior conventional radiograph of the left shoulder shows dense amorphous 

cloudlike calcification with a well-defined contour within the subacromial space, in 

keeping with calcific tendinitis of the supraspinatus (arrows). 

(b) Anteroposterior conventional radiograph of the right hip shows homogeneous dense and 

amorphous calcifications (arrows) projecting at the greater trochanter. 

Conventional unenhanced axial CT image of the right knee (top image) shows a 

calcification as dense as cortical bone within the popliteal tendon, likely representing 



  

BCP crystal deposition (arrow). Corresponding dual-energy axial CT image at the same 

level (bottom image) confirms BCP crystal deposition in the popliteal tendon (arrow). 

The calcification has a DEI of 0.079, higher than CPP crystal deposition and comparable 

to subchondral bone 22. Color-code represents Zeff values. Images from the post-treatment 

syngo.via VB10B software, “Rho/Z” mode, acquired using a single-source DECT system 

(Somatom Definition Edge; Siemens Healthineers, Erlangen, Germany). 
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Table 1. CPPD imaging item definitions  

Item Preliminary definition Final definition 

Conventional radiograph 

Calcification in fibro 
or hyaline cartilage on 
conventional 
radiograph 

Linear or punctate 
opacities in the region of 
fibro or hyaline articular 
cartilage that are distinct 
from denser, nummular 
radio-opaque deposits due 
to BCP deposition 

unchanged  

Calcification of 
synovial membrane or 
joint capsule on 
conventional 
radiograph 

Linear or punctate 
opacities in the region of 
synovial membrane or 
joint capsule that are 
distinct from denser, 
nummular radio-opaque 
deposits due to BCP 
deposition 

unchanged 

Calcification of 
tendon on 
conventional 
radiograph  

Linear or punctate 
opacities within tendons 
or entheses that are 
distinct from denser, 
nummular radio-opaque 
deposits due to BCP 
deposition 

unchanged 

Conventional CT 

Calcification in fibro 
or hyaline cartilage on 
conventional CT  

Generally well-defined, 
linear or punctate 
calcification, less dense 
(<300 HU) than BCP 
crystal deposition located 
mainly within the fibro or 
hyaline articular cartilage 

Generally well-defined, 
linear or punctate 
calcification, less dense 
than cortical bone, located 
within the fibro or hyaline 
articular cartilage 

Calcification of 
synovial membrane or 
joint capsule on 
conventional CT  

Generally well-defined, 
linear or punctate 
calcification, less dense 
(<300 HU) than BCP 
crystal deposition located 
within the synovial 
membrane or joint 
capsule 

Generally well-defined, 
linear or punctate 
calcification, less dense 
than cortical bone, located 
within the synovial 
membrane or joint capsule 

Calcification of 
tendon on 
conventional CT  

Generally well-defined, 
linear or punctate 
calcification, less dense 

Generally well-defined, 
linear or punctate 
calcification, less dense 



(<300 HU) than BCP 
crystal deposition located 
exclusively within 
tendons 

than cortical bone, located 
within tendons  

Dual-energy CT 

CPP crystal deposition 
in fibro or hyaline 
cartilage on DECT 

Generally well-defined, 
linear or punctate, thinner, 
less dense (<300 HU) 
calcifications located 
mainly within the fibro or 
hyaline cartilage, with a 
dual-energy index (DEI) 
between 0.016-0.044 and 
Zeff between 8.5-10 

Generally well-defined, 
linear or punctate, thinner 
calcifications, less dense 
than cortical bone, located 
within the fibro or hyaline 
cartilage, with a dual-
energy index (DEI) 
between 0.016-0.036* 

CPP crystal deposition 
in synovial membrane 
on DECT 

Generally well-defined, 
linear or punctate, thinner, 
less dense (<300 HU) 
calcifications located 
mainly within the 
synovial membrane or 
joint capsule, with a dual-
energy index (DEI) 
between 0.016-0.044 and 
Zeff between 8.5-10 

Generally well-defined, 
linear or punctate, thinner 
calcifications, less dense 
than cortical bone, located 
within the synovial 
membrane or joint capsule, 
with a dual-energy index 
(DEI) between 0.016-
0.036* 

CPP crystal deposition 
in tendon on DECT 

Generally well-defined, 
linear or punctate, thinner, 
less dense (<300 HU) 
calcifications located 
mainly within the 
tendons, with a dual-
energy index (DEI) 
between 0.016-0.044 and 
Zeff between 8.5-10 

Generally well-defined, 
linear or punctate, thinner 
calcifications, less dense 
than cortical bone located 
within the tendons, with a 
dual-energy index (DEI) 
between 0.016-0.036* 

Ultrasound+ 

Ultrasound evidence 
of CPP crystal 
deposition in fibro or 
hyaline cartilage+ 

Hyperechoic deposits of variable shape and size, 
localized within the fibrocartilage or hyaline cartilage 
structure, that remain fixed or move along with the 
fibrocartilage/hyaline cartilage during dynamic 
assessment and do not create posterior shadowing+ 



Ultrasound evidence 
of CPP crystal 
deposition in the 
synovial membrane, 
capsule, or tendon+ 

Synovial membrane:  Hyperechoic deposits of variable 
shape and size, localized within the synovial 
membrane, that do not create posterior shadowing 
unless they reach large dimensions 
 
Joint capsule:  Hyperechoic deposits of variable shape 
and size, localized within the capsule, that remain fixed 
and move along with the capsule during dynamic 
assessment and do not create posterior shadowing 
 
Tendon:  Hyperechoic, linear structure(s) without 
posterior shadowing, localized within the tendon that 
remain fixed and move along with the tendon during 
dynamic assessment+ 

Crowned dens syndrome** 

Imaging features of 
crowned dens 
syndrome** 

Conventional CT with calcific deposits, typically linear 
and less dense than cortical bone, in the transverse 
retro-odontoid ligament (transverse ligament of the 
atlas), often with an appearance of two parallel lines in 
axial views. Calcifications at the atlanto-axial joint, alar 
ligament, and/or in pannus adjacent to the tip of the 
dens are also characteristic. Dual-energy CT (DECT) 
features include a dual-energy index (DEI) between 
0.016-0.036. 

Radiographic osteoarthritis at hand/wrist++ 

2nd or 3rd 
metacarpophalangeal 
joint osteoarthritis 

Present if the Kellgren and Lawrence (K&L) grade is 2 
or higher at the joint [30] unchanged 

Scapho-trapezium 
joint osteoarthritis 

Presence of either joint space narrowing or osteophyte 
at the scapho-trapezium joint [31] unchanged 



 

Wrist osteoarthritis Present if the K&L grade is 2 or higher at the 
radiocarpal joint [30] unchanged 

*DEI is calculated by the following equation applied to the region of interest: 

DEI =
(𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙− 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖ℎ)

(𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙+  𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖ℎ+ 2000) 

 
+ Ultrasound definitions for fibrocartilage, hyaline cartilage, and tendon are the 
previously validated OMERACT CPPD Ultrasound Subtask Force definitions 
[15-17]  
 
**Crowned dens syndrome is characterized by a combination of clinical and 
imaging features. This definition pertains to the imaging features only.  
 
++ Radiographic osteoarthritis at these joints has been associated with CPPD [27-
29] 




